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Introduction
The water great from the rivers has a full-size significance for the
reason that these water sources are usually used for multiple topics
which includes: consuming domestic and residential water substances,
agriculture, hydroelectric power plants, transportation and
infrastructure, tourism, recreation, and different human or monetary
approaches to use water. For a given river the water great is the end
result of numerous interrelated parameters with a local and temporal
variation which might be encouraged by the water goes with the flow
charge at some stage in the 12 months. Within the context of
sustainable water management, many hydrological studies had been
posted round the world, which highlights the ecological role of water
from the rivers. Furthermore, there were greater researches based
totally upon water fine evaluation. This class of research is related to
the high-quality of watercourses which typically use many statistical
and mathematical fashions.
Most of the studies associated with the evaluation of the water
resources satisfactory use numerous water first-class indices the
various most crucial are Water Quality Index (WQI), Water Pollution
Index (WPI), and River Habitat Survey (RHS) studies that specialize
in water excellent of water our bodies from Romanian territory and
mainly of important trans boundary rivers from Banat hydrographical
location are scarce, so this look at has an amazing significance for the
reason that it describes the suitability of surface water sources from
this hydrographical place for human consumption being useful for
verbal exchange of common water high-quality information to the
involved citizens and coverage makers.
To decide the locations of essential polluting resources that make
contributions to water excellent depletion within the Timis-Bega
hydrographical basin and its tributaries, an evaluation has been made in
order to examine the 2 largest waterways from Banat using the Water
Quality Index (WQI) method, which is one of the maximum
dependable signs of the watercourses pollutants and the most handy
manner to express the water exceptional on the equal time.
Timis-Bega hydrographical device is placed inside the western part
of Romania, overlapping the hydrographical basins of Timis and Bega
rivers, named after the hydro technical works built in the basins. These
works are intended to ease the better control of the water resources
within them, interconnecting the two rivers, through the CosteiChizatau deliver Channel and Topolovat-Hitias Discharge Channel.

Times River is the maximum critical river of Banat historic area,
springing from the crystalline massif of Semenic, below the Piatra
Goznei peak, from the approximate altitude of 1135 m, and it
discharges on a total duration of 249 km as much as the confluence
point with the Danube, positioned inside the South of Pancevo
locality, at the present day territory of Serbia. The river gathers its
tributaries that spring from the Banat Mountains, Tarcului Mountains,
Poiana Rusca Mountains, and, eventually, the piedmont hills of Lugoj
and Poganis, summing up a complete period of the watercourses of
about 462 km and a watershed surface of 5505 km to on the territory
of Romania, representing approximately 2.31% from the overall
surface of Romania. Human activities in the basin of the two most
essential rivers from Banat have a remarkable significance for
socioeconomic lifestyles in south-western part of Romania and in
northeastern part of Serbia. Moreover, those human activities have a
critical have an effect on in the geographical environment typically
speak me with a particularity in what concerns the water assets their
amount and fine.

River Water
The issues involving the water sources management pastime from
Timis-Bega hydrographical gadget consist of the assurance of the
specified water demand by means of the diverse social-economic
goals, the prevention of detrimental consequences of the waters, and
the preservation of a good environmental fine. The water intakes from
Timis-Bega hydrographical device are presenting the drinkable water
deliver or using water for industrial purposes that can have an impact
on the river hydro morphological stage, changing the functions of the
natural water discharge regime on their guides. In times Beg
hydrographical machine the river tracking pastime started within the
19th century, while the fulfillment of drainage works of fantastic
amplitude turned into commenced, within the subsidence location of
the Western simple, in which several swamps and common floods
befell, and whilst several hydro technical works have been completed,
primarily based on studies and tasks, for which numerous observations
and hydrological measurements where important.
According to the Water Framework Directive of European Union
(WFD 2000), instances- Beg watershed has been decided on several
watercourses, well-delimited in the territory, for the operational
monitoring of the surface and floor waters and for the determination of
water fine fame, as follows: 14 floor water our bodies located in
natural repute, 12 surface water our bodies that are closely modified
and artificial, three floor reservoirs, and eight monitored floor water
our bodies.
The Water Quality Index (WQI) is a numeric expression used to
assess the pleasant of a given water frame meant to be without
problems understood by using managers from many countries. As a
way to calculate the water excellent index, Horton proposed in 1965
the primary formulation which takes into consideration all parameters
essential for figuring out the satisfactory of the surface waters and
which displays the composite influence of various parameters vital for
the assessment and management of water first-rate. This index become
for the primary time used to high light the bodily-chemical changes
which could occur during the 12 months on the flowing water
excellent.
Most usually, the water excellent index is used in the evaluation of
surface water best. This index carries facts from more than one
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parameters right into a mathematical equation that quotes the quality
of water our bodies with numbers from 1 to one hundred which may
be separated in five classes, every elegance with a unique first-class
country and with an extraordinary utilization area.
Any other step in calculating the values of water first-rate index
from every sampling sections analyzed has been the only that brings
all of the measurement devices at the equal reference scale.
Figuring out the diploma of involvement of the parameters has been
completed in correspondence with the specific technique, which takes
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under consideration the function of each analyzed parameter in
defining the popularity of the water bodies and of the aquatic
ecosystems. In a while the last step has been finished the usage of an
internet calculator of the water satisfactory index superior in step with
the sector guide for Water pleasant monitoring eBook. The
computation of the WQI for two of the most important rivers from
Banat has been carried out deliberating the mean annual values of
every high-quality parameter, which had been registered on the six
monitoring stations at the instances River and at the 4 tracking stations
at the Bega River.
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